A Reading Diary

The must-have literary book of the season!
Over the course of a year, the bestselling
author of A History of Reading spends a
month with each of his 12 favourite books,
allowing us to observe both the heart of the
reading experience and how life around us
can be illuminated by what we read. From
June 2002 to may 2003, Alberto Manguel
set out to reread twelve of the books he
likes best, and to share with us, his gentle
readers, his impressions and experiences in
doing so. We travel with him as he leaves
Canada to set up house in a medieval
presbytery in France, visits his childhood
home in Argentina and embarks on trips to
various other places, always carrying a
book in his hand.The result is an
immensely enjoyable collection for every
lover of reading something between an
intimate diary, a collection of literary
thoughts, and the best travel memoir. A
Reading Diary ranges from reflections on
much-loved writers Margaret Atwood, Sir
Arthur Conan Doyle, H. G. Wells,
Cervantes to seductive introductions to
others about whom you will want to know
more, such as Sei Shonagon and Adolfo
Bioy Casares, simultaneously providing
insights into the world of today, its
changing seasons and pleasures, its shifting
politics and wars all illuminated by the
great novel he is reading at the time.A
Reading Diary is a walk through a years
worth of best beloved books in the
company of an eclectically learned friend.
Touching on themes of home and
wandering, memory and loss, Alberto
Manguel perfectly traces the threads
between our reading and our lived
experience.Excerpt from A Reading
Diary:JuneSaturdayWe have been in our
house in France for just over a year, and
already I have to leave, to visit my family
in Buenos Aires. I dont want to go. I want
to enjoy the village in summer, the garden,
the house kept cool by the thick ancient
walls. I want to start setting up the books
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on the shelves we have just had built. I
want to sit in my room and work.On the
plane, I pull out a copy of Adolfo Bioy
Casaress The Invention of Morel, the tale
of a man stranded on an island that is
apparently inhabited by ghosts, a book I
read for the first time thirty, thirty-five
years ago... .From the Hardcover edition.

Globetrotting polyglot Manguel (Reading Pictures, 2001, etc.) rereads favorite books, one per month, as the Iraq War
simmers, then boils.Well designed budget-priced reading diary for primary pupils.Buy A Reading Diary: A Year Of
Favourite Books Main by Alberto Manguel (ISBN: 9781841958217) from Amazons Book Store. Everyday low prices
and freeA review, and links to other information about and reviews of A Reading Diary by Alberto Manguel.9 quotes
from A Reading Diary: A Passionate Readers Reflections on a Year of Books: Maybe this is why we read, and why in
moments of darkness we return - Buy A Reading Diary: A Year Of Favourite Books book online at best prices in India
on Amazon.in. Read A Reading Diary: A Year Of FavouriteWhile traveling in Calgary, Alberto Manguel was struck by
how the novel he was reading (Goethes Elective Affinities) seemed to reflect the social chaos of theA Reading Diary: A
Year Of Favourite Books [Alberto Manguel] on . *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. While travelling in Calgary,
AlbertoWriter and critic Manguels (Reading Pictures ) elegantly elliptical and wryly contemporary diary of cities
revisited and books reread during 20 op.If your child is on free readers we are happy for them to read any books from
either home or school, but please still complete their reading diary. Thank you forDownload our handy reading diaries
and journal your readsReading diaries are used throughout the school, but the way in which they are used varies slightly
depending on the age of your child. Here is a break down ofHere is an index of all the books I have reviewed on this
site: Boutenko, Victoria - Green For Life. Boutenko, Victoria - Green Smoothie Revolution. Brooks - 13 min - Uploaded
by TiffyQuakeI have been wanting to do this video for the longest time! Although its kind of embarrassing, I
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